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1 he One HunLlred Seventv�Seventh 
J<.)111rnencernent 
Marshall University Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim 
C.E. and.lames Haworth
2 
Today's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find this ceremony - a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremony, you may wish to read the historical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There also is a brief description and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administration. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremony. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins; please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. And, out of respect for the ceremony, please tum off all cellular phones and electronic devices before the procession. Later in the ceremony, the audience is requested to remain seated when the graduates come forward to be recognized individually. We will have a photographer in place to take each graduate's picture. We also would like to ask that after the graduates cross the stage and return to their seats, everyone in the audience remain seated until the ceremony is over. When the President closes the ceremony following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is requested to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater until the platform party and faculty have recessed. Once again, welcome to the Commencement Exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Family of faculty, staff and students. 
Commencement Officials Prof. Jeff Archambault Prof. Michael Castellani Prof. David Cusick Prof. Loukia Dixon Prof. Janet Dooley Prof. Andrew Gooding Prof. Mary Jo Graham Chief Marshal Professor Marjorie Mcinerney Assistant Chief Marshals Professor Dan Hollis Professor Nicole Perrone Faculty Marshals Prof. Mary Grassell Prof. Elizabeth Hanrahan Prof. Lisa Heaton Prof. Tom Hisiro Prof. Brian Hoey Prof. Paula Lucas Prof. Michael Newsome Chief Usher Professor Larry Stickler Prof. Ralph Oberly Prof. Linda Spatig Prof. Sherri Stepp Prof. Allan Stem Prof. Barbara Tarter Prof. Nancy Tierney Prof. Susan Welch Distinguished members of the Marshall University faculty serve as Commencement Ushers. Readers Professor Robin McCutcheon, Professor Bumis Morris, Professor Mary Elizabeth Reynolds and Professor Harlan Smith John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps Professors Wendell and Linda Dobbs, Directors Kayla Ariyan Jeremy Boggs Chris Calton Destiny DiGiovanni Greg Fifer 
Disclaimer: 
Felicia Gross Katelyn Hess Patrick Klinger Josephine Mendez Madelyn Mazzeo Ross Patrick Chelsea Smith Doug Smith Aaron Sowards Clifford Workman The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative based on the anticipated successful completion of courses undertaken during the Spring Semester 2014. This document should not be used as an official record for May candidates. 
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The 177th Commencement Program 9:00 a.m. Ceremony President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University .Commencement Band Professor Steven R. Barnett, M.M.E., Conducting Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem ............................................................................................ Kayla Brooke Massie Bachelor's Degree Candidate Invocation .................................................................................... Rev. Dana Willis Sutton, D.Min. Campus Minister Opening Remarks ....................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Commencement Address ................................................................................... Brad Duane Smith President and Chief Executive Officer, Intuit Inc. Marshall University Alumnus (B.B.A., Marketing, Summa Cum Laude, 1986) Conferring of the Honorary Degree Candidate presented by ................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Candidate hooded by ................................................................... Gayle L. Ormiston, Ph.D. Provost and Senior Vice President Brad Duane Smith , Doctor of Humane Letters Recognition of Honored Faculty .................................................................... Eldon Larsen, Ph.D. Faculty Senate Chair 
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Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors ............................... Gayle L Ormiston, Ph.D. Provost and Senior Vice President Recognition of Honors College Graduates .................................................. Ronald J. Bieniek, Ph.D. Honors College Dean Presentation of Associate and Bachelor's Degrees College of Business by Dean Hai yang Chen, Ph.D. College of Education by Dean Teresa R. Eagle, Ed.D. Regents Bachelor of Arts by Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studies, David J. Pittenger, Ph.D. College of Health Professions by Dean Michael Prewitt, Ph.D. College of Science by Dean Charles C. Somerville, Ph.D. College of Liberal Arts presented by Dean Robert B. Bookwalter, Ph.D. College of Information Technology and Engineering by Dean Wael Zatar, Ph.D. College of Arts and Media by Dean Donald L Van Horn, M.F.A. Conferring of Degrees ..................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Presentation of Graduates Moving of the Tassel (all graduates) Al · A · · G · B d "B · " Co umn1 ssoc1ation reet1ngs .. . . . .. . . . ... . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . ... . . ....... .. . . ... . . .. ... . .... . . ernar ern1e ston Marshall University Alumni Association President Closing .............................................................................................................. Stephen}. Kopp, Ph.D. President Alma Mater ........................ Jordan R. Henry, Kayla B. Massie, Robert A. Nunez and Sarah E. Riddle Bachelor's Degree Candidates Recessional .................................................................................................. Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singi,ng of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 5 
6 The 177th Commencement Program 2:00 p.m. Ceremony President Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Music from the Era of Chief Justice John Marshall John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps Professors Wendell Dobbs, D.M.A. and Linda Dobbs, M.M. Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem .............................................................................................. Sean Michael Price Music Major lnvocation ......................................................................................................... Rabbi Jean Eglinton B'nai Sholom Synagogue Opening Remarks ....................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Greetings .............................................................................................................. Phyllis H. Arnold Vice Chair, Marshall University Board of Governors Recognition of Honored Faculty ............................................................. Tracy Christoforo, Ph.D. Graduate Council Chair Conferring of Degrees and Presentation of Graduates Moving of the Tassel Al · A · · G · B d "B · " C umn1 ssoc1at1on reetings................................................................ ernar ern1e oston Marshall University Alumni Association President Closing Address .......................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Alma Mater ....................................................................................................... Sean Michael Price Music Major Recessional ............................................................................................ Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singi.ng of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
9 a.m. Commencement Speaker 
Brad Smith, President and Chief Executive Officer, Intuit Brad Smith, Intuit's president and chief executive officer since January 2008, will deliver the commencement address during the ceremony for undergraduates this morning at Marshall University. Smith is a 1986 graduate of Marshall, earning a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in marketing. Smith, who was born in Huntington but grew up in Kenova, was just six years old when the Marshall plane crash occurred on Nov. 14, 1970. His Wayne County home was so close to the crash site that he could look out the window and see the mountain glowing red. Smith graduated from Ceredo-Kenova High School, a school known for decades for its football prowess. He played football for the Wonders until his sophomore year when he decided to focus on martial arts rather than football. By the time he was a senior, he had earned his black belt. Following high school, Smith was accepted into West Point, but after one semester decided to return to his roots and enroll at Marshall. His older brother graduated from Marshall and later his younger brother did so as well. Smith said that Marshall was pulling him back home and that it gave him everything he was looking for in an education. At Marshall, business was the focus of his studies, but he truly excelled in marketing. After graduating from Marshall, he went to work for Pepsi, moving several times before landing in Grand Rapids, Mich. In Grand Rapids, Smith eventually earned his master's in management from Aquinas College, where he attended night classes. He did well in sales management and business development at Pepsi before leaving for ADVO, the largest direct mail marketer in America. Later he excelled at ADP, one of the world's largest providers of business outsourcing solutions. He then joined Intuit and began a five-year climb within the company. Under Smith's leadership, Intuit's mission is to improve its customers' financial lives so profoundly, they couldn't imagine going back to the old way. Its products and services simplify the business of life for more than 45 million consumers, small businesses and accounting professionals around the world. Intuit has cultivated an agile, experimentation culture, despite being a 30-year-old Silicon Valley company. This start-up mindset, combined with the ability to reinvent and transform itself along the way, has established Intuit as an innovative company that is consistently ranked as one of the top 100 best places to work, and among the most-admired software companies each year. Capitalizing on a world being shaped by social, mobile and global trends, Smith established a three­point growth strategy to accelerate Intuit's move to the cloud, providing products and services anywhere, on any device and at any time. The strategy is: First, to deliver awesome product experiences that have been designed for a mobile-first, mobile­only world, and deliver an amazing first-time user experience. Second, to enable the contributions of others by creating network effects platforms, enlisting end users and third-party developers to participate in localizing, configuring and adding value to its products. And third, to use customer data to create delight, making its products easier to use while delivering breakthrough benefits for its customers. Intuit's business portfolio is organized to support this growth strategy, focusing on two priorities: To be the operating system behind small business success. · To do the nations' taxes in the United States and Canada.Before being named CEO, Smith was senior vice president and general manager of Intuit's Small Business Division, which included the portfolio of QuickBooks, Quicken and Payroll products. Previously he led the company's Consumer Tax Group, which produces Turbo Tax, the nation's leading consumer tax preparation software. He began his Intuit career leading the Accountant Central community, cultivating relationships and delivering services for accounting professionals. 
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8 The President's Medallion and Grand Mace Marshall University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The Academy was named in honor of John Marshall, the fourth Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court, who died on July 6, 1835. The Marshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our namesake, who has been described.by modem-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted member of the Marshall University faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John Marshall was a man for the ages in an era that brought forth greatness. Characterized by others as befitting Thomas Babington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and found glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the longest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of importance commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. John Marshall's image is used prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion and the Grand Mace of the University. The President's Medallion is the badge of office for the presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which features the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal University ceremonies. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty 
at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is 
made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. 
The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus 
fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 years 
old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. 
The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one side, the Seal of 
Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These features are 
surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. 
Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history 
of the University - the towers of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the seal of Marshall College, and 
an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. 
The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and leaves. 
The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected 
by a gold-plated bronze casting of beech leaf clusters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 
inches from the top of the torch to the base. 
Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. 
Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well 
as an art teacher in the public schools. 9 
10 Faculty with 25 or more years of service as of May 2014 Name John Teel Matthew Carlton William Paynter Nancy Stump Ralph Oberly David Cusick Le Vene Olson James Joy Daniel Babb Clayton McNeamey Ronald Childress Steven Mewaldt Robert Angel H. Wayne ElmoreDennis EmmettStephen O'KeefeRebecca JohnsonBen MillerGerald RubinDavid StemJohn HubbardGary RankinJanet DooleyTerry FengerMarc LindbergRonald MartinoPhilip CarterArthur Maynard, Jr.Karen MitchellNicola OrsiniJoseph WyattChristopher DolmetschCarl GruetterDiana StottsJohn VielkindMargaret BrownLinda DobbsWilliam McCumbeeSteven BanksNicholas FreidinJo Dee GottliebDonald HallPatricia KellyShirley NeitchJames RiemerLinda SavoryJamil ChaudriBruce ConradWilliam PalmerCharles Bailey College College of Liberal Arts College of Science College of Education and Professional Development College of Liberal Arts College of Science College of Science College of Education and Professional Development College of Science College of Science College of Liberal Arts College of Education and Professional Development College of Liberal Arts College of Education and Professional Development College of Science College of Business College of Education and Professional Development College of Arts and Media College of Arts and Media College of Science College of Information Technology and Engineering College _of Science School of Medicine College of Arts and Media School of Medicine College of Liberal Arts College of Science College of Health Professions College of Education and Professional Development College of Science College of Science College of Liberal Arts College of Liberal Arts School of Medicine College of Health Professions College of Liberal Arts College of Science College of Arts and Media School of Medicine College of Education and Professional Development College of Liberal Arts College of Health Professions College of Education and Professional Development School of Medicine School of Medicine College of Liberal Arts School of Medicine College of Information Technology and Engineering College of Business College of Liberal Arts College of Arts and Media MVYears 47 46 46 46 44 43 43 42 41 41 39 39 38 38 38 38 37 37 37 37 36 36 35 35 35 35 34 34 34 34 34 33 33 33 33 32 32 32 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 30 30 30 29 
Camilla Brammer College of Liberal Arts 29 Samuel Dameron College of Science 29 Wendell Dobbs College of Arts and Media 29 Lynne Eddington Librarian 29 Susan Jackson College of Arts and Media 29 Denise Landry College of Health Professions 29 Judith Silver College of Science 29 Monica Valentovic School of Medicine 29 Allen Wilkins College of Business 29 Laura Adkins College of Science 28 Neil Arneson College of Education and Professional Development 28 John Drost College of Science 28 Marcia Harrison- Pitaniello College of Science 28 Karen McComas College of Health Professions 28 Marjorie Mclnemey College of Business 28 Ronald Titus Librarian 28 Marie Veitia School of Medicine 28 Michael Brookshire College of Business 27 Dallas Brozik College of Business 27 Henry Driscoll School of Medicine 27 Glenda Lowry College of Education and Professional Development 27 Ross Patton School of Medicine 27 Linda Spatig College of Education and Professional Development 27 Stephen Tipler Librarian 27 Sasha Zill School of Medicine 27 Martin Amerikaner College of Liberal Arts 26 Robert Behrman College of Liberal Arts 26 Rabah Boukhemis School of Medicine 26 Michael Castellani College of Science 26 Gwenyth Hood College of Liberal Arts 26 Edward Murphy, II College of Arts and Media 26 Caroline Perkins College of Liberal Arts 26 Evelyn Pupplo-Cody College of Science 26 Larry Stickler College of Arts and Media 26 Richard Begley College of Information Technology and Engineering 25 Nosratollah Chahryar-Namini College of Science 25 Joseph Evans School of Medicine 25 David Hatfield College of Liberal Arts 25 Majed Khader Librarian 25 James Lewis School of Medicine 25 David Mallory College of Science 25 Peter Massing College of Arts and Media 25 Kathleen O'Hanlon School of Medicine 25 Stephen Petrany School of Medicine 25 Donald Primerano School of Medicine 25 Michele Schiavone College of Liberal Arts 25 Lawrence Schmitz College of Science 25 Elizabeth Smith College of Arts and Media 25 Jagannath Valluri College of Science 25 Joseph Werthammer School of Medicine 25 Laura Wyant College of Education and Professional Development 25 11 
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Recognition of Honored Faculty Retiring Faculty 2013,2014 Mr. Richard Emerson Abel Assistant Professor Dr. Laura Boswell Dr. Elizabeth Evans Dr. Mary Jo Graham Dr. Cynthia Kolsun Dr. Glenda Lowry Dr. Clayton McNearney Dr. Mary B. Moore Dr. Stephen O'Keefe Dr. Judy Silver Dr. David Allan Stern Dr. John Walden Dr. W. Joe Wyatt Associate Professor Assistant Professor Professor Assistant Professor Associate Professor Professor Associate Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Integrated Science Special Education Psychiatry/Behavioral Medicine Early Childhood Education Leadership Studies Family & Consumer Science Religious Studies English Psychology Mathematics Safety Technology Psychology Psychology Outstanding Teacher Award 2013/14 Recipient Judith Silver Professor Mathematics Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2013/14 Recipient William Palmer Professor History Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2013/14 Recipients Ian Hagarty Assistant Professor Art & Design Joshua Hagen Professor Geography Yoram Elitsur Professor Pediatrics Pickens/Queen Excellence in Teaching Award 2013/14 Recipients Anne Axel Assistant Professor Biological Sciences Kristen Lillvis Assistant Professor English Zelideth Rivas Assistant Professor Modern Languages John & Frances Rucker Graduate Advisor of the Year Award 2013/14 Recipients Eldon Larsen Professor Jonathan Lent Assistant Professor Chemical Engineering Counseling 
Academic Heraldry The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote the wearer's university. The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray Business Administration ................................ Drab Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac Economics ................................................... Copper Education ............................................... Light Blue Engineering ................................................. Orange Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown Forestry .......................................................... Russet Home Economics ....................................... Maroon Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue Physical Education ............................... Sage Green Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink Science ............................................ Golden Yellow Social Science .............................................. Cream Journalism ................................................. Crimson Law ................................................................ Purple Social Work ................................................. Citron Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet Library Science ............................................ Lemon Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray Medicine ....................................................... Green Music ................................................................ Pink At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. 13 
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Profile of Marshall University 
The early history of Marshall University is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspective, 
the academic saga started in 1837 when the good 
citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to 
the west - now the city of Huntington - decided 
they needed an annual school to provide for the 
education of their youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the home of John 
Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and 
named the new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late ChiefJustice John Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new school on a knoll 
known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building 
called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also 
had served for some time as a subscription school 
for the area. 
It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally 
incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing 
Laidley and eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased 
from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth 
acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: 
$40. That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, 
brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing 
four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was conducted in 
1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, 
Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
Due to financial problems the property was sold at 
public auction in 1861. 
Ms. Salina Mason bought the land and building 
for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a 
Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite 
and his family lived in the college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small school, 
probably a subscription school, was main.rained at 
the college - fulfilling a provision in the original 
deed from James Holderby which specified it was to 
be used " ... for the express purpose of an Academy 
(sic) and for no other use." The building also was 
used as a hospital during part of the conflict. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia 
had recognized the need for an institution to train 
teachers to serve the state's public schools. 
On Feb. 2 7, 1867, the Legislature voted approval 
of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be 
located at Marshall College. 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters 
of Cabell County approved a property tax levy 
amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated 
funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the school's regents 
purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason 
for $3,600. 
The first session of Marshall College as a state 
normal school began June 15, 1868. 
In 1905, construction was started on the final 
section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" 
segment facing the main entrance to the campus 
on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, 
Old Main consisted of five sections. 
Athletics got their start at Marshall with 
the first football team being fielded in 1898. The 
Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue 
and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White 
colors had been adopted by 1904. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary 
school. By 1912, the regents had added two years 
of study to the school's program, equivalent to 
the freshman and sophomore years in college. 
In 1914, President Corbly recommended that 
" ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in 
fact as well as in official name - a degree-conferring 
institution." 
The years ahead saw steady academic and 
physical expansion and Marshall became a 
university in 1961. Marshall has an enrollment of 
about 13,400, a full-time instructional faculty of 
7 49 and 317 part-time instructors. 
The small academy has become a major 
university, functioning through 11 divisions: 
Marshall University Graduate College, the College 
oflnformation Technology and Engineering, College 
of Business, College of Education and Professional 
Development, College of Arts and Media, College 
of Liberal Arts, College of Science, Joan C. Edwards 
School of Medicine, College of Health Professions, 
Honors College, and School of Pharmacy. 
Marshall has two major campuses - a main 
campus in Huntington and the Marshall University 
Graduate College in South Charleston - along 
with several learning centers including the Joan 
C. Edwards School of Medicine; the Marshall
Medical Center; the Learning Resource Center
in Gilbert; the Teays Valley Regional Center in
Putnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center in
Point Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center in
Logan; the Robert C. Byrd Institute for Advanced
Flexible Manufacturing, and the Public Higher
Education Center in Beckley.
Marshall continues to grow academically, 
adding a Doctor of Physical Therapy program and a 
School of Pharmacy in 2012. The inaugural physical 
therapy class matriculated in May 2012 with 27 
students. The School of Pharmacy's first class of 80 
students began classes in August 2012. 
Class of 2014 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and tassels worn with their caps and 
gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Green and _White Cords and 
White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by Gold Cords and Tassels. The 
Cum Laude Graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude Green & White Cord & White Tassel 
These students have attained an overall academic average of 3.85 to 4.00. 
Sarah J. Abbott 
Brittani L. Adkins 
Brian Joseph Anania 
Emily Grace Backus 
Marissa Jennifer Baquero 
Katie J. Barker 
Johnathon D. Barnett 
Brittanee Lynn Barton 
Mari Carlene Brooks 
Caitlin Lea Cassidy 
Cailin Marie Chatterton 
Sumaiya Saher Chaudhry 
Tiffany Nicole Clark 
Cadara Jo Cole 
Hayley Nicole Cornwell 
Joseph Edward Cryan 
Elizabeth Danishanko 
Laura Ashley Der 
Brookanne M. Dixon 
Shahed Mehiar Elhamdani 
Robert L. Ely 
Justin David Erwin 
Lauren Elizabeth France 
Timothy Lee Fulk Magna Cum Laude Gold Cord and Gold Tassel Rachael Julia Hager Kelsi L. Halbert Frank James Hardin Caroline Leigh Harwell Betsy Roberts Haugh Jenna R. Hilgefort Michelle D. Hogmire Amy Lynn Holly Rebecca R. Hovemeyer Brianne Janee Huddleston Desiree Chantae Hughes Elice M. Hunley Randy Dean Jackson Carissa M. Janczewski Leland Wright Johnson Summer Leigh Keeney Savannah L. Keller Levi Alan Kerby Alexis Leigh Kessel Katie Lynn Kramer Leah S. Midkiff Lindsey Janelle Miller Molly R. Miloscia Kelli S. Myers Amy Elizabeth Newsome Chelsea M. Nichols Meredith Lynn O'Malley Caroline Marianne Pavlic David Wayne Pelts Lindsey P. Putillion Sarah Michelle Raine Zachery Tyler Rakes Faith Marie Ramey Joanna C. Rodgers Taylor Scott Ross Adam Christopher Shaver Bennet John Siffrin Ethan Patrick Smolder Darian Elizabeth Spurlock Veronica June Stanley Rebecca Anne Stephens Nathan Gerard Stiffler Kristen Leigh Trimboli Jenna C. Vance Karey Mariah Waller Christian Nathaniel Warner Martina Lynn Wilkinson 
These students have attained an overall academic average of 3.60 to 3.84. 
Christian Sean Adams 
Kimberly Ellen Adams 
Deborah Lynn Adkins 
Stephen Michael Amos 
Hannah Marie Ashworth 
Carly R. Atkins 
Seth A. Baisden 
Tyler Scott Barker 
Samantha Renee Blevins 
Justine Elizabeth Boerger 
Nicholas J. Bogdan 
Elyse Morgan Boles 
Hannah Elizabeth Bott 
Briana M. Brown 
Courtney Marie Brown 
Lyndsey Taylor Brown 
Hannah J. Buchanan 
Rachel Kathleen Buel 
Lauren Marie Burley 
Jeremy A. Calderwood 
Chelsea Dawn Caldwell 
Audrey Celeste Campbell 
Krista Nicole Campione 
Lauren Ashley Carte 
Jenta Lea Cheung 
Alexander Phillip Collins 
Emily Layne Cooper 15 
Michelle M. Cramer Forest Hayden Lefevre Sarah Ellen Riddle Stacie Renee Cummons Colton Thomas Lindsey Ashley Patricia Roberts Tyler P. Davis Morgan Lea Logan Cameron Michael Ross Sean Dalton Delancey Brittani Shantel Lowe Nathan D. Rucker Whitney LeAnn Dempsey Ashley Raye Lyons Courtney Paige Runyon Stacie Lea Dials Elizabeth Ann Maltempie Amanda M. Severn Lindsay Elizabeth Oickess Danielle Leah Martin Karl Gregory Shaver Soshannah L. Diehl Jessica Katherine Martin Ashlee-Amber Skipper Ali Renee' Dotson Nicholas A. Mason Aja Rachelle Smith Sarah Elizabeth Dyke Kayla Brooke Massie Andrew Jonathan Smith Mohamad Abed El Haffizz Sandy Lynn Maynard Jessica Nicole Smith El Masri Dennis Ryan Mayo Katie Ann Smith McKenzie Shea Emrick Dakota Tuesday McCourt Sarah Danielle Smith Lauren Shea' Fannin Christopher Carr McMahon Skye Alexandria Smith Evan Chase Ferguson Victoria Kaye Mesner Jessica Brooke Spencer Meredith Marie Ferry Victor Scott Manheim Trey N. Stai Danielle Mae Feury Caitlin Elizabeth Moore Bonnell Staley Amy Marie Fields Chadwick Allan Morris Joshua Mark Steffey Crystal Marie Fowler Kevin Russell Morris Debra Ann Stinson Blake Edward Frohnapfel Tesia R. Muth Karlyn Nicole Timko Kyle Evan Gibson Shylah Kathryn Napier Stacie L. Trotter Taylor Marie Goings-Damron Colleen Cree Nash Lydia N. Vance MeinongGuo Seth Adam Nichols Kaitlyn Briana Vannoy Lindsey M. Harper Michael Norton Andrew Derron Vess Andrew William Henrichs Jacqueline Suzanne Nottingham Claire Mackenzie Virgin Jordan R. Henry James Michael Nowlin Shaun D. Wagner Holly Morgan Hescht Elisabeth Ann Offenberger Tanner Vaughan Wall Christopher Lee Hodge Elizabeth E Ott Emily Lynn Walton Destiny Rose Hoffman Michael A. Palacioz Timothy James Warner Travis L. Huffman Caleb Robert Perdue Erica Jamie-Michelle Whitaker Olivia Jayne Hughes Brandon Michael Posey Andrea Arielle Williams Megan Nicole Jones Autumn Taylor Queen Bradley Alan Wilson Tabitha Dawn Justice Paige Mackenzie Rabatin Kyle lgnac Wilson Brian Christopher Kaufmann Bethany Rene Ramey Sydney Elizabeth Wilson Ryan Jeremy Kerns Derek Landon Ramsey Catherine Lee Wood Hannah Michelle Kittle Samantha Danielle Ratliff Abigail Madeline Woods Kelsey Elizabeth Lageman Wittlee Jo Retton Josefine Denise Landgrave Daniel Joseph Ricks 
Cum Laude 
Red Cord and Red Tassel These students have an overall academic average of 3.30 to 3.59. Kyle Charles Adkins Michael Ryan Blake Sarah Ann Burns Tyler Grant Alderman Mollie Elizabeth Blake Angela Michelle Butcher 
'I Patrick R. Alton Melissa Blake-Smith Samuel Thomas Buxton 
,11 Michael Dorsey Amos Kayla Danielle Boggs Morgan E. Cain Anastasia Adrienne Artayet Jordan Elizabeth Brooks Daniel Ray Callicoat Charity Lynn Baker Stephen Allan Broughman Caleb Aaron Calvary Ashley Lauren Ball Rebekkah Rae Brown Richard Ado Campbell Amy B. Barlow Jacob H. Browning Sarah Ann Carey Jessica Taylor Beahrs Raymond Eugene Bryan Bethany Noel Caton Scott M. Beane Trevor James Bryant Sara Elizabeth Catron Thomas Lynn Berry Ryan Lee Buck Caitlyn Lee Cauvel Codey Ryan Bills Craig Robert Burletic Emily Beth Chapman 16 
.. 
Kiara Nicole Chappelle Juliana Lea Jarrell Alyssa N. Perkins 
Liting Chen Nicholas Ray Johnson Victoria Christina Perri 
Allison Katherine Childers Lisa Marie Keams Deidra Renee Peters 
Katlyn D. Chuchiak Mattew Raymond Kestner Colin Randall Pierce 
Billie Jean Clark Malak Mjed Khader David Charles Poole 
Ella Michelle Clark Caitlin L. Kinder-Munday Jacob Randall Potter 
Nicholas Dwayne Clark Marlana Frances King Emmanuel Junior Reyme 
Jennifer Terrice Classen Chase Alexander Kirby Aaron Elijah Rhodes 
Taylor D. Cogar Kenneth Adam Kirby Amanda Katherine Richards 
Jill Elizabeth Collins Sherry Lynn Kirwan Laura Ashley Richmond 
Allyson Theresa Conrad Kasey Christine Kizer Heather LeAnn Roberts 
Charles Z. Conrad Frances Margaret Lazell Sean Douglas Robinette 
McKenzie Elaine Cooley Matthew Phillip Lee Elizabeth Eloise Robinson 
James Timothy Cooper Bradley Alan Leonard Jeremy Chandler Rogers 
Rachel Dyer Cooper Carrie A. Lett Alisha Malene Sampson 
Dorothy Catherine Cornwell Jeffrey Allen Lewis Leila E. Sanders 
Timothy Lane Crowder Max Regan Lewis Trent Tyler Saunders 
Joshua Kyle Damron Seth Daniel Lewis Kaylin Elizabeth Hall Searles 
Suzanna Lee Davenport Justin Doyle Litteral Stephen Andrew Sheler 
Kayla Rose DeMaria Elizabeth Dawn Livingston Jasmine Brooke Shriver 
Kristen Gabriella Deise Lauren Elizabeth Logsdon Laura Elizabeth Smiley 
Robert Clark Denzie Michael A. Lomax Alicia Renee Smith 
James Wilmen Dillon Christopher Andrew Lusk Kimberly Paige Smith 
Stepfanie Gayle Dudley Cameron Scott Mallory Sydney Christine Smith 
Megan Suzanne Edwards Chassidy Nicole Marcum Ashley Irene Snowden 
Derek Wayne Ellis Courtney Jade Marcum Steven Thomas Sowers 
Dustin Myles Epperly Miranda Lee Marcum Amanda K. Stanley 
Matthew Noel Eskew Meghan Victoria Marsh Ruth J. Stanley 
Sandra Lynn Farley Andrew K. Martin Nicholas Aaron Stephens 
Stephanie Joe Ferrell Sandra Jean Martin Melissa Jean Stump 
Kimberly Renee Fillinger Kristi Lynn Matthews Kara Beth Swanson 
Ashley Diane Fisher Dakota T. May Johnny Ryan Sweeney 
Hannah Elizabeth Foreman Kuyler Michael McComas Morgan Maxine Switzer 
Aja Charlene Freeman Jessi K. McCoy Kayla Elizabeth Taylor 
Joel Austin Fregia Mallory Ann McDonald Erin Lynn Terry 
Eric Douglas Frohnapfel Jennifer Renee McKitrick Carson Penna Terwilliger 
Haley Elizabeth Fulks Christopher Adam McN ees Shelby Renae T hompson 
Joshua Daniel Gainer Andrew Jay Meadows Kaitlyn Nicole Tignor 
Julia Esther Galloway Kelcie Rynae Meenach Zachary Adam Tilley 
Kelsey Marie Gault Ethan Thomas Merritt Jennifer Ashley Tucker 
Victoria Anne Giuffrida Melanie Dawn Midkiff Vishnu Sairam Valluri 
William Daniel Given Zackery William Minger Tyler Joel Vance 
Adrienne Lee Goodwin Jordan Thomas Mitchell William Austin Vance 
Jaclyn Elizabeth Hackett Michael W. Mitchell Kelsey Beth Varner 
Alicia Dawn Harbrecht Samantha A. Mize Aurelia G. Ward 
Cody Lee Harrison Vincent John Manheim David W. Ward 
Mekayla Elizabeth Hart Zachary Alan Morris Jordan Daniel Ware 
Rebecca Jo Haught Kelley S. Mortakis Amanda Ellen Watts 
Mariah A. Herman Rychelle Elizabeth Moses Caleb Patrick Webb 
Michael David Hineman Jarod Colby Myers Rachel Elizabeth Webb 
Gregory Robert Holmes Vera Niemeyer Kayla Michelle Weese 
Andrew L. Holtzapfel Marla Rayne Nowlin Ryan Scott West 
Amanda Lorraine Hottenstein Robert A. Nunez Benjamin David White 
Mary Katherine Howell Matthew Alexander O'Neal Derrick Andrew White 
Cierra Nicole Huntsman Stacy Lynn Osborne Stephen Paul Wick 
Anastasia Rashel Jackson Jennifer Marie Parsons Corie Beth Willett 
Rhonda Lynn Jackson Ashley Nichole Peoples Kara Tennille Willis 
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Katelyn R. Willis 
Joshua Leon Winkler 
Megan Elizabeth Wolford 
Nicholas William Wood 
Cole M. Woodrum 
Hannah Ruth Workman 
Qi Zhang 
Associate Degre� Candidates With High Honors Royal Blue Cord and Royal Blue Tassel 
T hese students have attained an overall academic average of 3.85 to 4.00. 
Rachel Ann Jarvis 
Jill Michele Lilly 
Meredith G. Wilcher 
Daniel Caleb Keefer 
Susan Lynn Kirtner 
Stephanie Anne McCallister 
Sean Bradley Nine 
Bethany Kaye Porter 
Courtney Paige Scarberry 
Jordan Leigh Stauffer 
Stacy Dawn Tankersley 
Derenda Kay Weekley 
The Honors College University Honors 
Sarah Jo Abbott 
Christian Sean Adams 
Hannah Marie Ashworth 
Katie Jo Barker 
Brittanee Barton 
Kayla Danielle Boggs 
Hannah Elizabeth Bott 
Briana M. Brown 
Lyndsey Taylor Brown 
Lauren Marie Burley 
Emily Beth Chapman 
Cailin Marie Chatterton 
Sumaiya S. Chaudhry 
Elizabeth Danishanko 
Shoshannah Leigh Diehl 
Brookanne Marie Dixon 
Shaheed Elhamdani 
Robert Lee Ely, Ill 
McKenzie Shea Emrick 
Sandra Lynn Farley 
Lauren Elizabeth France 
Rachael Julia Hager 
Caroline Leigh Harwell Yeager Scholars 
Sarah Jo Abbott 
Kayla Danielle Boggs 
Betsy Roberts Haugh 
Michelle Danae Hogmire 
Travis Louis Huffman 
Savannah Keller 
Malak M. Khader 
Hannah Kittle 
Katie Lynn Kramer 
Frances Margaret Lazell 
Forest Hayden Lefevre 
Dakota T. May 
Kuyler Michael McComas 
Christopher McNees 
Leah Suzanne Midkiff 
Kevin Russell Morris 
Kelli Sue Myers 
Colleen Cree Nash 
Chelsea M. Nichols 
James M. Nowlin 
Chase Sharkey O'Dell 
Elisabeth Ann Offenberger 
Michael Abraham Palacioz 
David Wayne Pelts 
Brandon Michael Posey 
Savannah Keller 
Stephen Andrew Sheler John Marshall Scholars 
Hannah Marie Ashworth 
Brittanee Barton 
Briana M. Brown 
Krista Campione 
Cailin Marie Chatterton 
Shaheed Elhamdani 
Timothy Fulk 
Rachael Julia Hager 
Caroline Leigh Harwell 
Michelle Danae Hogmire 
Travis Louis Huffman 
Forest Hayden Lefevre 
Leah Suzanne Midkiff 
Kelli Sue Myers 
Chelsea M. Nichols 
Elisabeth Ann Offenberger 
Adam Christopher Shaver 
Karl Gregory Shaver 
Jacob Randall Potter 
Paige Mackenzie Rabatin 
Zachery Tyler Rakes 
Sarah Ellen Riddle 
Nathan Dale Rucker 
Amanda Marie Severn 
Adam Christopher Shaver 
Karl Gregory Shaver 
Stephen Andrew Sheler 
Bennet John Siffrin 
Skye Alexandria Smith 
Darian-Elizabeth Marie Spurlock 
Veronica Stanley 
Carson Terwilliger 
Zachary Adam Tilley 
Kristen L. Trimboli 
Emily Lynn Walton 
Martina L. Wilkinson 
Andrea Williams 
Katelyn Willis 
Kyle lgnac Wilson 
Sydney Wilson 
Francis Gruezo Zamora 
Skye Alexandria Smith 
Darian-Elizabeth Marie Spurlock 
Veronica Stanley 
Kristen L. Trimboli 
Martina L. Wilkinson 
Katelyn Willis 
Bradley Wilson Charles B. and Mary Jo Locke Hedrick Scholarship 
Cailin Marie Chatterton 
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20 Military Commissions U_nited States Army Reserve Officer's Training Corps Battalion The following individuals were commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University on May 9, 2014. Calvin G. Kelly, Basic Branch, Military Intelligence Control Branch Armor Branch Matthew P. Lee, Ordnance Corps Sean A. Lucas, Aviation Dennis R. Mayo, Corps of Engineers Benjamin Miller, Basic Branch, Military Intelligence Control Branch: Infantry Cole E. Mitchell, Military Police Corps Abigail S. O'Connell, Military Police Corps Alexander C. Perdue, Transportation Corps Aaron E. Rhodes, Aviation Vishnu S. Valluri, Ordnance Corps 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Arts and Media 
Candidates presented by Donald Van Horn, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Bachelor of Arts 
Kurt Austin Andre 
Brittanee Lynn Barton 
Joanie L. Borders 
Tyrell Antonio Carlton 
Michael Shane Circle 
Kelcie Lyn Coburn 
Lauryn Elizabeth Corey 
Adam Paul Cunningham 
Sean Dalton Delancey 
Justin Robert DePamphilis 
Laura Ashley Der 
Courtney B. Dotson 
Sarah Elizabeth Dyke 
Travis Delbert Easter 
Vincent Guadalupe Espinoza 
Melody A. Fitzgerald 
Shaun Eric French 
Kyle Evan Gibson Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Christina Marie Baroniel 
Joshua David Blair 
Emilea Suzanne Burgh 
Craig Robert Burletic 
Krista Nicole Campione 
Ella Michelle Clark 
Christopher David Crawford 
John R. Fowler 
Adrienne Lee Goodwin 
Justin Michael Baird Hahn 
Sarah Elizabeth Kling 
Allison Paige Lake 
Bradley Alan Leonard 
Adam Daniel Levy 
Victoria Anne Giuffrida 
Shannon Marie Grener 
Kaylee J. Hall 
Trevan J. Hannahs 
Ashley Breanne Herrald 
Christopher Lee Hodge 
Rachel Anne Hunter 
Carissa M. Janczewski 
Malak Majed Khader 
Caitlin L. Kinder-Munday 
Kara Alessandra Kucin 
Josefine Denise Landgrave 
Frances Margaret Lazell 
Andrew Jay Meadows 
Molly R. Miloscia 
Zachary Alan Morris 
Marla Rayne Nowlin 
Miranda Diann Pemberton 
Kacy Nicole Manilla 
Kuyler Michael McComas 
Michael Norton 
Robert A. Nunez 
David Wayne Pelts 
Sean Douglas Robinette 
Holly Louella Simons 
Jillian Ann Smallwood 
Kameron Elizabeth Jo Stambaugh 
Ruth J. Stanley 
Caitlin Rebekkah Taylor 
Tyler Joel Vance 
Aurelia G. Ward 
Cody Frank Perkins 
Joshua Aaron Prince 
Erika Parker Rittenhouse 
Haylee Nicole Roberts 
Joshua L. Rose 
Courtney M. Sealey 
Kaylin Elizabeth Hall Searles 
Bennet John Siffrin 
Kimberly Paige Smith 
Sarah Danielle Smith 
Rebecca Anne Stephens 
Sarah E. Stiles 
Morgan Maxine Switzer 
Karlyn Nicole Timko 
Jennifer Ashley Tucker 
William Austin Vance 
Samuel Jordan Varipapa 
Briana S. Webb 
21 
College of Business 
Candidates presented by Haiyang Chen, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Julia Rena Abbott Elizabeth Virginia Foltz Patrick Joseph Morgan 
Ahmed Sukairaj Abdul-Shakoor Blake Edward Frohnapfel Chadwick Allan Morris 
Adam Scott Adkins Eric Douglas Frohnapfel Kelli S. Myers 
Jessica Lee Adkins Jeffrey Tyler Gage Colleen Cree Nash 
Patrick R. Alton Gregory Peter Gallus, Jr. Kengo Noiri 
Brian Joseph Anania Dameon Wesley Garrett James Michael Nowlin 
Tyler Scott Barker William Daniel Given Nicole Lynn Nye 
Scott M. Beane, III Korey Nicholas Goad Patrick Michael O'Shea 
Jordon Robert Begley Michael Fredrick Samuel Gravely Jasmine Miriah Oliver 
Thomas Lynn Berry, II MeinongGuo Edirin Keyamo Onoge 
Michael Ryan Blake Kelsi L. Halbert Christopher Corey Pate 
Ronnie Lee Booker, II Bonnie Michelle Hamby Caroline Marianne Pavlic 
Tyler James Brown Cody Hueston Hanshew Alyssa N. Perkins 
Zachary Coleman Brown Taran C. Hardbarger Victoria Christina Perri 
Jereme Allen Browning Gabriel Dillon Hardiman Christopher Vince Perry 
Trevor James Bryant Frank James Hardin Natalee Clair Pulver 
Corey Alexander Buchanan Evan Henry Hazelett Aaron Elijah Rhodes 
Ryan Lee Buck Zachary T. Heaberlin Hannah Elizabeth Rice 
Grant Lee Bumgardner Christopher Jerryn Hensley Brittany Nicole Richardson 
Abbie Gail Burch Mariah A. Herman Laura Ashley Richmond 
Sarah Ann Burns Amy Lynn Holly Caleb Patrick Rigsby 
Samuel Thomas Buxton Marshall A. Hone Ashley Patricia Roberts 
Gerardo Augusto Caceres Harold Eugene Hoskins, Jr. Lezleigh Robinson 
Morgan E. Cain Sandra K. Idris Joanna C. Rodgers 
Sarah Brittni Chafin Bryce Timothy Irving Jeremy Chandler Rogers 
Liting Chen Jonathan David Johnson Tonya M. Ross 
Matthew Thomas Wylie Cleve William Adam Lee Justice Justin Edward Ruggles 
Christopher Matthew Craven Summer Leigh Keeney Madison Michelle Saelens 
Dustin Garrison Crisp Joshua Lee King Tajvinder Sardar 
Joseph Edward Cryan Chase Alexander Kirby Mary Kaitlin Schad 
Stacie Renee Cummons Kenneth Adam Kirby Alexzander Jay Schooler 
Rachael Ann Cumpston Charles Gregory Kiser Garrett Deon Scott 
I van Ephriam-Thomas Cyr Jiabao Kou Devon Johnathon Selbee 
Joshua Kyle Damron Katie Lynn Kramer Jasmine Brooke Shriver 
Kayla Rose DeMaria Madison Brooke Lawhorn Jamie Alexander Siegle 
Lindsay Elizabeth Dickess Max Regan Lewis Christina Dawn Simmons 
James Wilmen Dillon Seth Daniel Lewis William Gilchrist Slack, III 
Emily Mae Donegia Hang Li Alexander Joseph Slack 
Shane David Dungan Nicholas A. Mason Stephen Robert Smilek 
Blake Alexander Eagan Caitlin Nicole Maynard Andrew Jonathan Smith 
Lauren Shea Fannin Jordan Eliot Maynor Evan Dean Savine 
Harley Denise Farrell Youssoupha Mbao Bonnell Staley 
Danielle Mae Feury Dakota Tuesday McCourt Audrey J. Stansberry 
Sean Patrick Fischer Christopher Carr McMahon Essray Taliaferro, III 
Krysti Nicole Fitzgerald Cody Samuel Means Tyler Anthony T hackston 
Justin Scott Fleming Guy Emerson Mobley Wade Allen Thrash 
22 
Kaitlyn Nicole Tignor 
Jennifer L. Toler 
Michael Wayne Upole, Jr. 
Vishnu Sairam Valluri 
Stephen Cody Vinson 
Shaun D. Wagner 
Daniel Edgar Walton 
Scott G. Ward 
Valerie Nichole Weaver 
Andrew E. Weber 
Jack Preston Whitney 
Jamie Elizabeth Williams 
Bradley Alan Wilson 
Nicholas William Wood 
Cole M. Woodrum 
Jordan R. Wooldridge 
Di Wu 
ZheWu 
Liuyang Zhang 
Qi Zhang 
Xinyue Zhang 
Jin Zhao 
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College of Education Candidates presented by Teresa R. Eagle, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 
Bachelor of Arts Angela M. Adkins Emily A. Gibson Laura Elizabeth Smiley Brittani L. Adkins Kelsey Faye Gore Alicia Renee Smith Christopher Nathaniel Adkins Kathryn Janelle Greer Sydney Christine Smith Samantha Nicole Arminio Lauren Nichole Groseclose Kara Lynn Stowers Charity Lynn Baker Kaitlin D. Hall Summar Marie Sturgeon Dustin N. Bell Kathleen Michele Hendricks Kara Beth Swanson Caren Ann Blake Jordan R. Henry Amanda Ellen Watts Christine Candace Blankenship Gregory Robert Holmes Corie Beth Willett Samantha Renee Blevins Meagan Lacy Horney Kara Tennille Willis Angela Dawn Boggs Mary Katherine Howell Hannah Ruth Workman Elyse Morgan Boles Olivia Jayne Hughes Kate Ashley Yeager Randi Rachelle Bowen Lawrence D. Johnson, Jr. Ashley Adair Bradberry Kelsey Elizabeth Lageman Briana M. Brown LeAnna Dawn Lambert Courtney Marie Brown Morgan Lea Logan Angela Michelle Butcher Michael A. Lomax Audrey Celeste Campbell Rachel Marie Mandala Tammy Lynn Canterbury Chassidy Nicole Marcum Sarah Ann Carey Courtney Jade Marcum Carissa Lynn Carpenter Miranda Lee Marcum Phillip Kyle Carter Brittany Nichole Martin Caitlin Lea Cassidy Danielle Leah Martin Jenta Lea Cheung Kayla Brooke Massie Thomas Dillon Clifford Jennifer Renee McKitrick Cadara Jo Cole Ethan Thomas Merritt Sarah Danae Collins Zackery William Minger -� Andrea Marie Cook Tyler Stephen Minor James Timothy Cooper Steven Edward Moore Brett Ashton Cornette Kelley S. Mortakis Denise Marie Crum Shirley Anne Mounts Megan Kathleen Davis Nicholas Russell Newell Tyler P. Davis Amy Elizabeth Newsome Brooke Olivia Dean Margaret A. Noel Whitney LeAnn Dempsey Matthew Alexander O'Neal Stacie Lea Dials Allisyn Paige Owens Justin Ryan Ebbeskotte Marissa Nicole Persinger Derek Wayne Ellis Amber Lakeisha Pierson Robert L. Ely, III Autum Taylor Queen Beau Scott Evans Faith Marie Ramey Stephen Patrick Farley Daniel Joseph Ricks Crystal Marie Fowler Sarah Ellen Riddle Lauren Elizabeth France Kayla Diane Robertson Hogan Tate Frazier Courtney Paige Runyon Aja Charlene Freeman Lauren Elizabeth Sargent Tara Dawn Frye Launa Cheri Shaffer Haley Elizabeth Fulks Pauline Shelton 24 
College of Health Professions 
Candidates presented by Michael Prewitt, Dean
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Bachelor of Arts 
Brittany Ann Crawford Lauren Taylor Hickman Daniels M. Pinckney
Elaine Tasha' Derricott Michael Scott Jech Darryl Keith Roberts 
Kayla Amanda Edwards Derrell Tyrone McFadden Amanda Kathleen Seifert
Matthew James Goodrich Nickolas Wyatt Meeks Ethan Patrick Smolder
Betsy Roberts Haugh Timothy I. Moore Kaila K. Thompson 
Todd Matthew Hendrix Caleb Robert Perdue Orlandria D. WilliamsBachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Katelyn R. WillisBachelor of Science in Nursing 
Seth Thomas Adams Abbi Gail Hall Amy J. Pifer 
Maranda Jewell Adkins Megann Kathleen Halley Lindsey P. Putillion
Stephen Michael Amos Holly Morgan Hescht Kevin J. Queen 
Ashley Lauren Ball Kelly Renee Higgins Bethany Rene Ramey
Marissa Jennifer Baquero Andrew L. Holtzapfel Lisa Danielle Reece 
Paige Lee Bayes Randy Dean Jackson Heather LeAnn Roberts 
Tori Nicole Brammer Juliana Lea Jarrell Cassandra Michele Roush
Mari Carlene Brooks Sarah Elizabeth Jarvis Alisha Malene Sampson
Hannah J. Buchanan Kimberly Dawn Kemper Regina Lynn Shy
Bethany Noel Caton Elizabeth Marie Lemons Elizabeth L. Sites 
Kiara Nicole Chappelle Carrie A. Lett Ashley Irene Snowden
Cailin Marie Chatterton Elizabeth Dawn Livingston Jessica Brooke Spencer 
Jennifer Terrice Classen Jessica Katherine Martin Anna Margaretha Steadman
Jill Elizabeth Collins Kristi Lynn Matthews Melissa Jean Stump 
Matthew T. Conzett Falon Ashton McCallister Kayla Elizabeth Taylor
Dorothy Catherine Cornwell Jessi K. McCoy Erin Lynn Terry 
Chelsey Lynn Cottrell Ashleigh Elizabeth Anne McDonald Miranda Leigh Thompson
Michelle M. Cramer Anne Haley McIntyre Stacie L. Trotter 
Kristen Gabriella Deise Victor Scott Manheim Kelsey Beth Varner 
Kelsey Lynn Dobbs Vincent John Manheim Karey Mariah Waller 
Stacie Kay Dzubinski Caitlin Elizabeth Moore Rachel Elizabeth Webb
Joanne Elizabeth Edwards Kylie Rose Moore Kayla Michelle Weese
Megan Brooke Evans Jacqueline Suzanne Nottingham Alissa Dawn Westling 
Kimberly Renee Fillinger Chase Sharkey O'Dell Francis Gruezo Zamora
Tyler Marcus Gilbert Meredith Lynn O'Malley 
Lauren Anne Godwin Andrew Richard PattersonBachelor of Science 
Faite Grace Ahaghotu Cheyenne Dakota Bingham Amanda Elizabeth Brooks
Carly R. Atkins Mollie Elizabeth Blake Jordan Elizabeth Brooks
Tyler Anthony Atwell Loryn Ann Bleyle Raymond Eugene Bryan 
Jessica Taylor Beahrs Micaiah Jeriah Branch Sacha Gabrielle Byous-McConnell
25 
Jeremy A. Calderwood Ashley Diane Fisher Jarod Colby Myers Chelsea Dawn Caldwell Kelsey Marie Gault Christopher Lawrence Napier Daniel Ray Callicoat Alicia Gay Ghiz Elisabeth Ann Offenberger Christopher Blake Carter Grace Elizabeth Gribble Kristie Diane Park Caitlyn Lee Cauvel Mekayla Elizabeth Hart Shelby Ferran Penn James Ryan Charley Jenna R. Hilgefort Ashley Nichole Peoples John Paul Cicciaro, Jr. Allison M. Holliday Colin Randall Pierce Billie Jean Clark Kristin Dawn Hoschar Leonard Joseph Quiggle Tiffany Nicole Clark Amanda Lorraine Hottenstein Abbey Collier Quillen Andrea J. Cline Elice M. Hunley Samantha Danielle Ratliff Jonathan Richard Cloke James Zachary Hunter Christy Leigh Reed Kathryn Anne Colbert Anastasia Rashel Jackson David Andrew Rice Lanti Michelle Cole Lauren Abigail Johnson Stephen T. Roush Jodie Jean Coleman Richard Wayne Johnson Haley Jo Searls McKenzie Nichole Conley Brian Christopher Kaufmann Christine Michelle Shoemaker Allyson Theresa Conrad Lisa Marie Kearns Staci Leann Smith Emily Layne Cooper Levi Alan Kerby Nathan Gerard Stiffler Timothy Lane Crowder Ryan Jeremy Kerns Heather E. Swartz Tabitha D. Crumley Alicia Kathryn Kingery Johnny Ryan Sweeney Krystal Breanne Dailey Sherry Lynn Kirwan Alexandra J. Talbot Kinsey Elizabeth Damron Justin Doyle Litteral Alex Franklin Taylor Suzanna Lee Davenport Lauren Elizabeth Logsdon Shelby Renae Thompson Taylor McKenzie Davis Elizabeth Ann Maltempie June Elizabeth Torlone Tonya Elizabeth Davis Amy Leigh Mayer Jaima Marie Travis Courtney Theresa Downing Kathleen JoAnn Maynard Jenna C. Vance Brigette Elaine Duba Jennifer Elizabeth McConnell Kaitlyn Briana Vannoy Stepfanie Gayle Dudley Mitchell B. McNamara Cameron S. Wadley Amanda Renee Edmonds Kevin Andrew Meador Derrick Andrew White Corey David Elswick Kelcie Rynae Meenach Jordan K. Williams Dustin Myles Epperly Melanie Dawn Midkiff John William Wolf, Jr. Matthew Noel Eskew Lindsey Janelle Miller Megan Elizabeth Wolford Stephanie Jo Ferrell Tesia R. Muth Rita Isabel Yanez Bachelor of Social Work Crystal Dawn Brumfield Brittany Nicole Russell Catherine Lee Wood Associate in Science in Nursing Tyler Daniel Angle Daniel Caleb Keefer Bethany Kaye Porter Olivia Rachelle Arthur Noah]. Kennedy Ulises Roman Justin Cody Barebo Joshua Aaron Kessler Brittany Danielle Sasson Bianca Lashay Barrett Donnovan Blaine Kidwell Courtney Paige Scarberry Christopher Hunter Brown Susan Lynn Kirtner Lucinda Jean Staley Jennifer Ann Burgess Hannah Elizabeth Kiser Jordan Leigh Stauffer Caitlin Laurel Campbell Michelle D. Lawrence Jeremy S. Stephens Cameron Paul Conaway Ashley Dawn Ledson Shayla Rashell Stevens Lorrie Lea Crigger Jill Michele Lilly Misti Dawn Stewart Summer Ta'Nae Duty Miranda Cheyenne Luther Ryan Blake Stumbo Erika Anne Ellis Kelli Flanagan Mann Stacy Dawn Tankersley Leandra Rose Hagley Stephanie Anne McCallister Kayla Marie Wallace Lisa Marie Harless Tayon Brandon McCrary Jennifer Lynn Webb Joshua Brian Hechesky Jennie Rae McKinney Derenda Kay Weekley Jenna Marie Higginbotham Darian Elizabeth Morrow Meredith G. Wilcher Ashlee Dawn Howell Zachary Ryan Murphy Bethany Paige Woodall Rachel Ann Jarvis Shannon Dawn Nickels Jessica Lynn Young Scott Michael Johnson Sean Bradley Nine Joseph Lee Johnston Mark Edward Parsons 26 
College of Information Technology 
and Engineering Candidates presented by Wael Zatar, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 
Bachelor of Science Matthew T. Baird Tyler Lee Bledsoe Chad A. Bodmer Nicholas J. Bogdan Cheri L. Bunner Garry Matthew Harper Timothy Wayne Johnson Colton Thomas Lindsey Collin Cameron Meadows Alexander Chase Perdue Brandon Michael Posey Emmanuel Junior Reyme 
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Aaron R. Barna Jacob H. Browning Nicholas Dwayne Clark Robert Clark Denzie Timothy Lee Fulk Jordan Lee Jeffries Leland Wright Johnson Gabriel Carrington Lawrence Chase Thomas Lindsey Cameron Scott Mallory Dennis Ryan Mayo John Foster McMahon Trent Tyler Saunders Caleb Trey Spencer Timothy James Warner Joshua Frank Williams Anita Danielle Nelson Vimal Hasmukh Patel Zachary Lee Pemberton Taylor Scott Ross 27 
College of Liberal Arts 
Candidates presented by Robert B. Bookwalter, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Bachelor of Arts 
Sarah J. Abbott Jaclyn Elizabeth Hackett Sean H. Napier 
Christian Sean Adams Will Jacob Haggard Dillon T. Neace 
Kimberly Ellen Adams Chen]. Han Chelsea M. Nichols 
Kyle Charles Adkins Alicia Dawn Harbrecht Seth Adam Nichols 
LaRissa Danielle Adkins Alicia Sarah Harden Vera Niemeyer 
Anastasia Adrienne Artayet Lindsey M. Harper Moriah Lucille Njoku 
Emily Grace Backus Jason Maurice Harris Abigail Scott O'Connell 
Zachary F. Ball Caroline Leigh Harwell Stacy Lynn Osborne 
Katie J. Barker Rebecca Jo Haught Elizabeth F. Ott 
Ryan Jacob Bass William M. Hice Shannon Marie Owen 
Codey Ryan Bills Destiny Rose Hoffman Jennifer Marie Parsons 
Caylin Rebecca Bradshaw Michelle D. Hogmire Paige Mackenzie Rabatin 
James K. Brooks Brianne Janee Huddleston Sarah Michelle Raine 
Rachel Kathleen Buel Desiree Chantae Hughes Zachery Tyler Rakes 
Jessica Amber Burdette Craig Patrick lnducci Ryan Michael Raynes 
Daniel Preston Camey Kimberly Dawn Jarvis Rachel Lauren Reed 
Lydia Kian Cartwright Nicholas Ray Johnson Wittlee Jo Retton 
Cara Janette Casto Vanessa Jules Nicholas Alexander Rice 
Emily Beth Chapman Tabitha Dawn Justice Jasia Purshell Richardson 
Allison Katherine Childers Margaret Ann Keefe Elizabeth Eloise Robinson 
Brittany Lauren Cinco Savannah L. Keller Felicia Michelle Robinson 
Lindsey Danielle Clagg Calvin G. Kelly, IV Nathan D. Rucker 
Taylor D. Cogar Alexis Leigh Kessel Keshia Nickole Runyon 
Alexander Phillip Collins Ellen Margaret Kirby Leila E. Sanders 
Casey Karena Collins Kristen Leah Kirchner Amanda M. Severn 
Joshua Paul Conley Hannah Michelle Kittle Adreyonna Ra'Shel Breanna Shinn 
Charles Z. Conrad Kasey Christine Kizer Hayley Dawn-Marie Simokat 
McKenzie Elaine Cooley Kathryn Elizabeth LaGrange Dixie Lee Sisson 
Taylor Marie Cunningham Max Anthony Layne Missica Jenay Skeens 
Elizabeth Danishanko Nikolai Alexander Lederer Ashlee-Amber Skipper 
Shoshannah L. Diehl McKenzie Kathleen Leffingwell Jessica Nicole Smith 
Priscilla Elena Dillon Michael J. Linsenmeyer Katie Ann Smith 
Brookanne M. Dixon Meredith Leigh Litton Zachary I. Smith 
Ali Renee' Dotson Mallory Jo Markowicz Brigit Dawn Southall 
Megan Suzanne Edwards Joseph Andrew Matyas Darian Elizabeth Spurlock 
Shahed Mehiar Elhamdani Andrew M. McLaughlin Amanda K. Stanley 
Meredith Marie Ferry Zachariah Kyle Meador Joshua Mark Steffey 
Amy Marie Fields Teresa Mae Mercedes Gareth James Taylor 
Zachary T homas Frazier Victoria Kaye Mesner Erika Elyse Tharp 
Joel Austin Fregia Jordan T homas Mitchell Kristen Leigh Trimboli 
James Maxwell Fuller Michael W. Mitchell Joshua Casee Underwood 
Joshua Daniel Gainer Samantha A. Mize Claire Mackenzie Virgin 
Coleman M. George Kevin Russell Morris Matthew Scott Walker 
Taylor Marie Goings-Damron Rychelle Elizabeth Moses Tanner Vaughan Wall 
David Daniel Griffith Shannon N. Moyer David W. Ward 
Rachel Dawn Groves Kristyn Ann Mullins Ryan Scott West 
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Erica Jamie-Michelle Whitaker 
Benjamin David White 
Martina Lynn Wilkinson 
Andrea Arielle Williams 
Kayla Marie Williams Bachelor of Science 
Linda Katherine McGuffey 
John Kevin Willis 
Sydney Elizabeth Wilson 
Abigail Madeline Woods 
Brian Scott Worthington 
Ethan Tisdale Young 
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30 College of Science Candidates presented by Charles C. Somerville, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Bachelor of Arts Brandon Tyler Alexander Eric Scott Aten Jade Marilyn Boggs Justin Thomas Botzet Alexander Burgazzoli Alexander Corey Campbell Shelly Renee Castle Sara Elizabeth Catron William Alexander Chesarek Miranda Lynnay Clark Joseph K. Clendenin Hayley Nicole Cornwell Chasiti Shea Dudding Mohamad Abed El Haffizz El Masri Bachelor of Science Allison Shaun Acord Kyle R. Adkins Tiffany Ann Aeling Tyler Grant Alderman Michael Dorsey Amos Hannah Marie Ashworth Seth A. Baisden Johnathon D. Barnett Stephen Tyler Bishop Brittany Nicole Blake Danielle Mika Blankenship Justine Elizabeth Boerger Kayla Danielle Boggs Christopher John Bohm, Jr. Stephen Allan Broughman, II Lyndsey Taylor Brown Rebekkah Rae Brown Lauren Marie Burley Caleb Aaron Calvary Richard Arlo Campbell Lauren Ashley Carte Sumaiya Saher Chaudhry Kaitlin Nichole Christian Katlyn D. Chuchiak Rachel Dyer Cooper Robert Jefferson Cooper Robert Andrew Cummings Shahed Mehiar Elhamdani McKenzie Shea Emrick James Mitchell Essinger Jacob Allen Fernandez Nicholas Tyler Francisco Kassandra Lynne Goodall Caleb Andrew Hensley Cierra Nicole Huntsman Isaiah Jazzmond King Natassia Aline King Matthew Phillip Lee Kandice Ann Legg Jeffrey Allen Lewis Andrew K. Martin Gregory Allen Matthews Brittani Michelle McClaskey Sandra Lynn Farley Brycen Tyler Ferguson Evan Chase Ferguson Hannah Elizabeth Foreman Mark Edward Foster Breanna Erika Franklin Julia Esther Galloway David Tyler Grimm Rachael Julia Hager Jon Peter Hairston Cody Lee Harrison Andrew William Henrichs Kelly Anne Hensley Michael David Hineman Ryan Douglas Hopkins Rebecca R. Hovemeyer Travis L. Huffman Rhonda Lynn Jackson Robert William Jenkins Megan Nicole Jones Dylan Andrew Kaib Matthew Raymond Kestner Latisha Dawn Koukos Forest Hayden Lefevre Brittani Shantel Lowe Andrew Christopher Lusk Ashley Raye Lyons Valerie Elizabeth Malcomb Meghan Victoria Marsh Brianna Michele Mills Paul Vincent Nagel, Jr. Taylor Perkins Elaine Price Amanda Katherine Richards Charles Dakota Rowan Chelsey Elizabeth Seabolt Phillip M. Stephens Brittany N. Stevens Victoria Lyn Swain Emily Lynn Walton Elyse Louise Waugh Dakota T. May Danielle Ranee McCallister Mallory Ann McDonald Christopher Adam McNees Collin Cameron Meadows Christopher Michael Means Leah S. Midkiff Courtney Elizabeth Monk Shylah Kathryn Napier Walter 0. Paul Monica Jidon Pegram Deidra Renee Peters David Charles Poole Brian A. Potter, II Jacob Randall Potter Elaine Price Brenna R. Pringle Derek Landon Ramsey Bradley Vernon Roeher Cameron Michael Ross Stacey Renee Rowe Kyle G. Ryder T homas Samples Austin L. Sarrett William George Sevy, Jr. Adam Christopher Shaver Karl Gregory Shaver Stephen Andrew Sheler Jessica Lynne Shiltz 
i, 
"'· · :,
Aja Rachelle Smith 
Skye Alexandria Smith 
Trey N. Stai 
Veronica June Stanley 
Debra Ann Stinson 
Natalie Michelle Taylor 
Carson Penna Terwilliger 
Seth Larence Thacker 
Emily D. Thomas 
Zachary Adam Tilley 
Lydia N. Vance 
Andrew Derron Vess 
Jordan Daniel Ware 
Christian Nathaniel Warner Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Hannah Elizabeth Bott 
Justin David Erwin 
Michael A. Palacioz 
Jessica Dawn Sharp 
Caleb Patrick Webb 
Ryan Scott West 
Stephen Paul Wick 
Kyle lgnac Wilson 
Joshua Leon Winkler 
Holly Lynn Young 31 
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Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studies 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Deborah Lynn Adkins 
Galen Thomas Adkins 
Jamie Nicole Adkins 
Aurora Tammy Lynn Alexander 
Ronald Edward Anderson, II 
Colton L. Angus 
Laura Anne Baliotti 
Gregory Scott Balog 
Amy B. Barlow 
Julie Suzanne Bentley 
Melissa Blake-Smith 
Anthony Keith Blankenship 
Paul Zachary Blazer 
Bradley Dean Blickenstaff 
Jessica S. Braley 
Ashley Danielle Chafin 
Drew Travis Chapman 
Jeremy Edward Chapman 
Tlneil Brooke Chapman 
Corey Joe Clark 
Rosa Michelle Collins 
Lori Ann Coyner 
David Ryan Crossan 
Jennifer Carol Crouch 
Ursula Tara Davis 
Whitney Nicole Davis 
Jassenid Milagros De La Rosa 
Richard Michael Dolin 
Michael Shane Dunn 
Donna Jean Ferguson 
Reuben Hayes Ford 
Michael S. Foster 
Linda Faye Miranda Green 
Michael Luther Groves 
Heather Irene Hinkle 
Sarah Beth Holzapfel 
David Neil Hurley, II 
Jeremy Mitchell Jarvis 
Craig Elliott Jones 
Rhonda Denise Joplin 
Kayla Marie Karr 
Danielle Rae Kelemen 
Selina Beth Kemper 
Marlana Frances King 
Tara Renee Kitts 
Katelyn Anne Lesho 
Michael Troy Lindamood, II 
Philip E Lisi 
Jeremy Andrew Mannon 
Sandra Jean Martin 
Sandy Lynn Maynard 
Erin Lea McDade 
Devin Renee McGrew 
Susan Denise Midkiff 
Christopher Robert Miller 
Jennifer Jo Montieth 
Caitlyn Anne Morrone 
Kristyn Anne Morrone 
Amy Michelle Mullins 
Allison Nicole Navy 
Katlyn Ruth Olszeski 
Allison Ranea Pack 
Jordan Alexandra Parsons 
Brian James Piffath 
Maribel Polanco 
Andrew Allen Priest 
Amanda Marie Rich 
John David Roach 
Timothy Gary Roach 
Debra Kay Roark 
Adam James Rogers 
Tyler Jordan Sacconi 
Malcolm Keith Scott, Sr. 
Brenda May Skeens 
Latoma Faye Smith 
Susan Leigh Snavely 
Bradley David Snyder 
Steven Thomas Sowers 
Heather Dawn Spencer 
James David Steele, II 
Nicholas Aaron Stephens 
Charlotte Dawn Stewart 
Eric Lee Straley 
Amy Lynn Stratton 
Omer Thair Subhi 
James Patrick Tobey 
Nicholas Martin Trusilo 
Miranda Lynn West 
Jessica Lee Wilcoxon 
Katie E. Willey 
Tara Lea Williams 
Wanda Williamson 
Tamara Danielle Wilson 
Christina Wine 
Megan Kay Woods 
Ni Xue 
J 
Graduate College 
Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Education Specialist 
Nicholas Newberry Andrick Roland D. Esque Brent D. Griffith 
Patrick Michael Billups Laura Nicole Fields Carly Hough 
Holly Pennington Bond Farrell Lauren Elizabeth Fraser James Brice Justice 
Natalie Marie Campbell Racheal Renee Gliniak Victoria Rae Smith Master of Arts 
Kayla Nichole Adkins Bonita Faith Bowman Mary Beth Coleman Biological Sciences Leadership Studies Leadership Studies 
Ayokunle Aanuoluwapo Akinsete Evan B. Boyd Jared Michael Collins Mathematics Mathematics Special Education 
Kristopher T. Allen Traci Mallett Boyle Paul D. Cook History Counseling English 
Tony Maurice Anderson Katrina Lea Brewer Therester Antonio Cox Leadership Studies Counseling Leadership Studies 
David Thomas Bailey Brian Lee Bridgewater William Lee Cox Leadership Studies Biological Sciences Special Education 
Matthew Thatcher Balenger Eric M. Britt Hollie Renae Craddock Special Education Special Education English 
Elicia Jill Barr Heather Diane Brown Brenna Alane Craig Elementary Education Special Education Humanities 
Rose Marie Becker Stephanie Michele Brown Abby Louise Daniel Reading Education Elementary Education English 
Tara Nicole Beech Anita Marie Burton Amber Dawn Davis Psychology History Leadership Studies 
Lorena Blanco Scott Lynn Bush Jenna M. De Voss Counseling Leadership Studies Special Education 
Briana D. Blankenship Sara E. Buzzard Kathryn Sarilyn Deemer Music Counseling Leadership Studies 
Raymond Michael Blevins Christina D. Carte Elizabeth Curran Delaney Counseling Special Education Counseling 
Zori Alethea Bogard Melinda Hope Cazad Mary Beth Dickerson Reading Education Music Counseling 33 
Amber Anne Dillon Elizabeth Renee Haught-Hager Sarah Elizabeth Johns Reading Education Special Education Counseling 
Steven Bradley Dodson Christopher Shane Hawkins Marley Dawn Jolly Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Reading Education 
Juston Michael Donadieu Deion Scott Hawkins Kelcie Lane Jones Communication Studies Communication Studies Reading Education 
Kurt W. Echard Justin Paul Hawthorne Nicholas Alexander Karabetsos Counseling Political Science Art 
Erika Kim Elkin Lindsay Kruse Heinemann Daniel Sean Kase Special Education Sociology Counseling 
Alisha G. Evans Rashedah Najja Henriques Shauna Nicole Kelley Counseling Special Education Reading Education 
Kelly Marie Fallon Kathryn Lauren Herscher Millicent R. Kimble Music Leadership Studies Special Education 
Sarah Bethany Farry Lisa Jeanette Hildebrand Mary Ann Kincaid Elementary Education Special Education Special Education 
Amanda M. Feldes Taylor Elizabeth Houston Carl Nathaniel Kline Elementary Education Reading Education Elementary Education 
Gerri Lynn Field James David Howard Wendi L. Kozma Reading Education Sociology English 
Carissa A. Ford Teffany A. Hunley Shawn Christopher Krajeski Secondary Education English Special Education 
Pamela McDaniel Fraley Lindsay Layne Hutchinson Vanessa Silvia Landgrave Reading Education Elementary Education Counseling 
YijunGao Tia Nan Elizabeth Hutchinson Betsy Michelle Lawson Counseling Secondary Education Special Education 
Lori Ann Goodall Abby Rose Hutson Amanda Kayline Layne Special Education Special Education Leadership Studies 
Amy Jo Griggs Sixtus Obinna lwuji Karen Ann Leatherman Special Education Psychology Communication Studies 
Marcia Roberts Hahn Christopher Ryan Jackson Annette Michelle Legg Counseling Political Science Leadership Studies 
Audrey Hamoy Jessica Mary James Jiao Li English Early Childhood Education Music 
Kacie Beth Harless Meaghan Elaine Jarrell Ashley Eli Lish Special Education Counseling Leadership Studies 
Alaina B. Hatmaker Andrew M. Jarrett Shawn Edwin Liston, II Psychology Psychology Secondary Education 
34 
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Jennifer Lynn Long Melinda Dawn Monks Lara Raynaud Secondary Education Special Education Political Science 
Sean Andrew Lucas John Michael Mundy Hubert Wesley Rolling Leadership Studies English History 
Kyle Reece Lusk Kristopher Lee Nekvinda Charles Joshua Rote Special Education Leadership Studies History 
Jacqueline Elizabeth Mace Gregory Alexander Nette Rebecca Lynn Roy Counseling Leadership Studies Elementary Education 
Jessica Ann Machmer Kaitlyn Ruth Nida Lynda Carole Rumbaugh Special Education Counseling Leadership Studies 
Martha Lynn Mann Jacob D. Nolan Erin N. Scott Special Education Leadership Studies Counseling 
Stephen W. Mays Christopher Lee O'Dell Lisa Ann Short History Leadership Studies Special Education 
Wesley McClanahan Laura Ann O'Hara Christina Dawn Sleeth English Counseling Elementary Education 
Anthony D. McClellan Kalyn Ngozi Obiozor Bobbie Jo Smith Special Education Leadership Studies Psychology 
Heather Sue McCormick Kristen Nicole Offenberger Morgan Marie Smith Secondary Education Special Education Communication Studies 
Kaycee Fahey McCormick Shannon Stephanie Offenberger Victoria Rae Smith Special Education Reading Education Psychology 
Laura Lee McCoy Elmer Garcia Pagaragan, Jr. William Robert Soucie Special Education Leadership Studies Leadership Studies 
Brittany Nicole McIntyre Jonathan D. Paine Katherine Anne Soules English Leadership Studies Music 
Cristina Marie Meador Molly Kathryn Peterson Rebecca Lynn Stark Secondary Education Mathematics Elementary Education 
Tim D. Melani Kristofer E. Plona Sherri Ann Staten English Secondary Education Leadership Studies 
Heather D. Miles Megan L. Pratt Dana Michelle Stearman English Special Education Leadership Studies 
Benjamin Phillip Miller Nicholas Michael Prephan Suzanne Marie Stevens Leadership Studies Communication Studies Leadership Studies 
Benjamin S. Miller John Charles Priestley, II Alison Joy Stevenson Leadership Studies English Special Education 
Sara R. Moats Marcy Rainey Patrick Lee Stewart Counseling Special Education Mathematics 
35 
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Ronald Lee Stewart, II Thomasa L. Vance Communication Studies Special Education· Paige Chemene Stratton Christopher Varghese Special Education Psychology Cara Michelle Suppa Valerie Joy Welch Leaaership Studies Elementary Education Christopher Luke Swiney Randall Creighton White Special Education Leadership Studies Yukina Takahira Brianna Nicole Williams English Music William Patrick Tecklenburg Angela Christine Williamson Leadership Studies Counseling Andrew Charles Teti Tessa Danielle Wilson Leadership Studies Special Education Kara Lynn Thomas Thomas Edward Wilson Special Education Counseling Patricia Ann Uzquiano Jennifer Sue Wood Special Education Special Education Master of Business Administration Fungai Emmanuel Buhera Andrew David Bums Bradford Forest Cochran MarkC. Deal Bethany Joandel Duling Yosuke Hioki Amy Elisabeth Jude April Marie Hudson Keatley Matthew Evans Moore Chloe Eleonore Marie Pasquet Michelle M Rupp Gary Seth Tillis Master of Science in Engineering Brian Williamson Ball Master of Arts in J oumalism Laura Ann Hatfield Cynthia Janice Krantz Anna Elizabeth Lafferre Gary Lee Tabor, II Master of Arts in Teaching Tyler Jordan Blake Renae Marie Bonnett Denver Lloyd Casto, III RyneD. Eich Brandi Michelle Emch Anne Marie Garrett David L. Gerda Jennifer C. Gills Megan Lori Gothard Brennan Palmer Hall Sara A. Mcquain Matthew Ray Murphy Courtney Danielle Withers Myers Heather R. Pauley Erika R. Woods Special Education Diana Christine Wright Counseling Jessica Marie Yakonick Psychology Tomoko Yasoshima Counseling Tamayo Yasuda Counseling Yoshie Yokoyama English Jeffrey Scott Zirkle Special Education Jeffrey Allen Topping Weiring Weng Charles Coleman Woodard Fan Yang Amanda Christine Scarberry Maryalice Helen Skinner-Sutton Melinda Rock Smith Richard L. Stevens, Jr. Jennifer Nichole Widdig Natalie Violet Wilson William R. Winkler 
Master of Science Corinne Emily Adkins Matthew Tyler Brewer Jason Duane Dotson Biological Sciences Forensic Science Environmental Science Roy AlAhmar Lisa Elaine Burgee Elise Marie Edwards Forensic Science Forensic Science Biological Sciences Azhar Ahmad Al Kreen Virginia Mae Campbell-Turner Selden McNeer Edwards Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Hissah Ali A. Aloudah Dana Noel Cannin-Mulheam Clarinda Kathryn Ellison Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Forensic Science Brandi Leigh Anders Margaret Kathryn Cannon Justin Emile Farris Athletic Training Health Care Administration Criminal Justice Mujiba S. Ansari Lisa Ruth Carter Stephen Charles Fish Biomedical Sciences Adult and Technical Education Technology Management Britt Phillip Arcadipane Patrick David Chard Richard Leahy Fulcher Geography Technology Management Physical and Applied Science Jana Atik Krista Elise Charles Emma H. Gardner Biological Sciences Health Care Administration Chemistry Miranda Aufiero Evan S. Church Bradford Christopher Gillon Forensic Science Safety Biomedical Sciences Jerry W. Baisden Emilee Hope Cook Jeanette N. Gooch Environmental Science Chemistry Environmental Science Michelle Elizabeth Ball Dijana Coric Robert Sterling Hall Forensic Science Forensic Science Health Care Administration Heather L. Bartoe David Alan Cottrill Teresa Ann Hardesty Athletic Training Exercise Science Human Resource Management Jordan Jadrien Shaw Blevins Logan Russell Cottrill Jessica Marie Hatten Information Systems Criminal Justice Accountancy Melinda S. Booton Ryan Crisp Joseph Alan Haun Health Informatics Sport Administration Technology Management Daniel James Botello Isaiah I. Davis Kelli Marie Herrick Forensic Science Safety Biological Sciences Robert Christopher Bowers Miranda Lynn Davis Rosemary Gilliam Holbrook Biological Sciences Forensic Science Accountancy Alexandria Lee Brannick James Zachary Dawson Emiko Hori Biological Sciences Forensic Science Information Systems Derek Benjamin Breakfield Michelle Catherine Dean James David Howard Biological Sciences Human Resource Management Criminal Justice 
37 
Nathan Hoxie Benjamin Paul Ward Meek Carrie Lee Schmittgen Biological Sciences Biomedical Sciences Forensic Science Daryl Rae Huffman Glen A. Midkiff Matthew T homas Schwartz Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Technology Management Herman Jay Hundley, Jr. Lazar Milinkovic Andrea Roi Smith Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education Exercise Science Alexander Scott Hunter FushanNi Ashley Dawn Smith Health Care Administration Accountancy Athletic Training Sebrina LeeAnn Jeffers Corey Alexander Oxley Hillary L. Smith Accountancy Sport Administration Exercise Science Leslie Naseef Johnson Michele Sue Perkins Samantha Rose Spurlock Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Sport Administration Michael Allan Jones Luu Huynh Pham Carol B. Starkey Health Informatics Technology Management Biological Sciences Choon Sung Elizabeth Kambara Vianca Nastassia Philpotts Cathryn Denise Stevenson Forensic Science Environmental Science Biomedical Sciences Kenneth F. Kegley Connie Phung Zoe Monica Stokes Sport Administration Health Care Administration Physical and Applied Science Lorin Renea Keller Lyndsay L. Rankin Shannon M. Straley Environmental Science Biological Sciences Environmental Science Ryan A. King Lara Lynn Rexrode Jennifer A. Sulcebarger Biological Sciences Criminal Justice Forensic Science Jeremy Michael Kinney Amy K. Robinson Katie Jo Sullivan Environmental Science Dietetics Forensic Science Daniel John Kirby Molly Robinson Katelyn Elisabeth Timmons Geography Human Resource Management Forensic Science Cassandra D. Kratzenberg William D. Rollyson Jeffrey Craig Todd Human Resource Management Biomedical Sciences Environmental Science Guoyi Luo Ryan S. Rosevelt Brent Jaeger Tomblin Human Resource Management Human Resource Management Health Care Administration Frank Gregory Lutz Cara Leigh Ross Joshua Michael Tussey Biomedical Sciences Health Care Administration Physical and Applied Science Aldo Rene Maldonado Kevin A. Ross Brittany Nicole Vance Forensic Science Safety Health Care Administration Christopher Ross Matheny Shanna K. Saunders Kate Michael Walther Environmental Science Forensic Science Health Informatics Lisa M. McClain Lynn Ann Scalise Yunlu Wang Technology Management Criminal Justice Human Resource Management 38 
.J 
James Theodore Wenz, III Sport Administration 
Amy Beth White Physical and Applied Science 
Nicholas Adam Williams Environmental Science Mark Daniel Wilson Accountancy Michael H. Wisser Technology Management Eric G. Wolfe Technology Management Master of Science in Nursing 
Jordan McKenzie Adkins 
Tanja Marlene Bailey 
Gretchen Hermine Blevins 
Scott G. Boggs 
Gary Matthew Brown 
Linda Lou Cabell 
Sarah Michelle Cincinnati 
Sarah Jayne Cobb 
Chastity A. Cook 
Jared Boyce Copeland 
Emily M. Duffy 
Jennifer Michelle Estep 
Allison Marie Foster 
Brittany Nicole Goff 
Bethel Anna Hall 
Yvette E. Harrah 
Matthew L. Hemphill 
Kelly Suzanne Johnson 
Tammy L. Johnson 
Trena Lynn Kish 
Elizabeth M. Lawrence 
Courtoy Michele Lewis 
Mary E. Lewis 
Patricia Kaye Lewis 
Lauren M. Linville 
Rebecca Nicole Lowery 
Kelly Lynne Matherly 
Timothy Scott Maynard 
Brittany Dyan McClure 
Lisa Marie McClure 
Cindy Qiong-Yiao Wu Forensic Science 
Matthew Christopher Zedrick Adult and Technical Education 
Kathy Lou Meadows 
Virginia Katherine Morris 
Amber Nicole Nowlin 
Erin Osborne 
Amy Lee Oxley 
Regina Marie Robinson 
Jenna Courtney Roop 
Jillian Dare Russell 
Dianne Marie Scarbro 
Kimberly D. Slawson 
Kelley Nichole Smith 
Rebecca Jean Stump 
Mercedes Clements Weikle 
Penny L. Williamson 
Holli Lynn Withrow 39 
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Graduate College 
Marshall University Doctoral Program Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Dean and Teresa R. Eagle, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Doctor of Education William D. Bissett Rebecca Kay Calwell Jennifer Carol Duba Perry Doctor of Management Practice in Nurse Anesthesia David P. Angus Jennifer Elizabeth Broyles Tiffany Diane Dutton Anna M. Fragale Brittany T. Hicks William Darrell Higgs Sara Lynn Hoover Tiffany Ann Kiley Doctor of Psychology Benjamin Michael Owen Meagan Elisabeth Valentine Mary Allison Wolf Heidemarie Krause YanxuLiu Jason E. Murphy Fredrick Myers Mallory Ann Palmer Sucheep Piyasirisilp Ashley Michelle Porter Bryan Raymond Reynolds David Tyler Rossi Deana Lynn Roush Christopher M. Rowe Sarah E. Shreffler Alex Gabriel Smith Laura Morris Stevens Duyen Thi Ngoc Tran Amelia D. Young 
Doctoral Dissertations William Bissett Ed. D., Leadership Studies Dr. Dennis Anderson Measuring the Success of Kentucky's Community and Technical College System in Educational Attainment and Advancing Workforce Development Rebecca Calwell Ed. D., Leadership Studies Dr. Linda Spatig Making it Work: Factors That Influence the Success of New Occupational Programs at Community Colleges Jennifer Perry Ed. D., Leadership Studies Dr. Barbara Nicholson Online Graduates in Clinical Laboratory Sciences: Are They Prepared for the Workplace? Mary Allison Wolf Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences Dr. Pier Paolo Claudio Benzyl Isothiocyanate as an Adjuvant Chemotherapy Option for Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma 41 
42 Master's Thesis Corinne Emily Adkins Biological Sciences Dr. Nadja Spitzer Changes in Adult Neural Stem Cell Differentiation in vitro Due to Exposure to Environmental Contaminants Brandi Leigh Anders Athletic Training Dr. Suzanne Konz Skin Condition Secondary to Elbow Dislocation in a Collegiate Diver Britt Phillip Arcadipane Geography Dr. Joshua Hagen West Virginia's Low Percentage of Population With At Least AFour-Year College Education Robert Bowers Biological Sciences Dr. Tom Pauley Filling in the Gaps in Phenology and Life History of the Cum­berland Plateau Salamander (Plethodon kentucki) Evan Boyd Mathematics Dr. Laura Adkins A New Method for Ranking Quarterback Fantasy Perfor­mance with Assessment Using Distances Between Rankings Alexandria Brannick Biological Sciences Dr. E Robin O'Keefe Examining Shape Microevolu­tion and Sexual Dimorphism in Dire Wolf ( Canis Dirus) Jaws at Rancho La Brea, Los Angeles, California Emilee Hope Cook Chemistry Dr. Derrick Kolling The pH Dependence of Photosys­tem II Oxygen-Evolving Complex Assembly David Cottrill Exercise Science Dr. Terry Shepherd Preventing Dehydration during Military Operations in the Heat: A Comparison of Two Established Hydration Protocols on Cardio­vascular Drift During Exercise in the Heat Hollie R. Craddock English Dr.Jun Zhao Tutoring ESL Students for Improvements in Language Skills/ Thesis Elise Edwards Biological Sciences Dr. Jayme Waldron Examining the Effects of Liming on Stream Salamander Communi­ties with a Comparison of Multiple Sampling Methods Kelly Marie Fallon Music Dr. Vicki Stroeher An "Alien Foundation": The Eclecticism of Antonin Dvorak's American Period Audrey Hamoy English Dr.Jun Zhao Voice in ESL Student Writing: An Interpersonal Analysis Ryan A. King Biological Sciences Dr. Paul Constantino Using Ailuropoda melanoleuca as a Model Species for Studying the Ecomorphology of Paranthropus Wendi L. Kozma English Dr. Rachael Peckham Travel Sized Brittany McIntyre English Dr. Rachael Peckham Why We Stay Molly Kathryn Peterson Mathematics Dr. Bonita Lawrence Mechanical Visualization of Sec­ond Order Dynamic Equation on Varying Time Scales Lyndsay Rankin Biological Sciences Dr. Anne C. Axel Assessing Grazing Impacts on a Tropical Dry Forest in Madagas­car through Vegetation, Lemur Occupancy, Acoustic, and Satel­lite Image Analysis Ashley Dawn Smith Athletic Training Dr. Suzanne Konz Systematic Condition in a NCAA-I Collegiate Soccer Player Carol Brittany Starkey Biological Sciences Dr. Brian Antonsen Subthreshold Toxic Effects of Atrazine and Three Degradates on Leaming and Behavior in Procam­barus clarkia Zoe Stokes Physics and Applied Science Dr. Ralph Oberly Integration of Gamification into the Classroom and the Reception by Students Yukina Takahira English Dr.Jun Zhao Discourse analysis of interpersonal features between ESL and ]SL textbooks 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine Candidates presented by Joseph I. Shapiro, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2014 Doctor of Medicine Saqib Rehman Ahmed Thomas Amadeo Alberico Zubair Asad Ansari Tamara Thair Barghouthi Don Alexander Bertolotti Caroline Leigh Brady Aaron Matthew Brownfield Bethany Grace Bush William Dennis Carr Rachel Grier Clarke Stephen Scott Cole Sonja Patricia Dawsey Richard Gerard Erwin Mark Adel Faltaous David William Feigal, III Lora Beth Fetty Jenna Kaye Fields Sean Michael Fitzpatrick Jill Anne Goodwin Marvyn A. Grayson, Jr. Rebecca Marie Hayes Payam Heiraty Joshua Fong Hendrix Christina Ann Hensley Sammy Samir Hodroge Ryan Peyton Hostutler David Ramzi Hourani Kyle Eric Johnson Deanna Nicole Jones Corey Andrew Keeton Nikita Girish Khetan Matthew E. Krantz Jonathan Daniel Lewis Ashley Brianne Litchfield Ziyang Liu Ken Maynard, III Ronald L. McGavic, Jr. Luke David Miller Alex F. Munoz Dewey Scott Murphy Ganesh Raghava Murthy Michael Jeffrey Northcutt Kacey Erin O'Malley William Stephan Przybysz, III Zain N aeem Qazi Craig Anthony Riccelli Miranda Elizabeth Rose Alexander Janson Salazar Thomas Joseph Schlierf Amanda Kimberly Schmitt Carly Rae Schuetz Molly Elizabeth Seidler Jessica Noelle Sosa-Stanley Piyush Vinayak Sovani Majd George Sweiss Lee Aaron Van Hom Freddie William Vaughan, II Lacey Mae Vence Ravi Viradia Kimberly Nicole Weaver Robert Boyd Wildman Laura Grace Wilson Douglas Clayton von Allmen 
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9:00 a.m. Ceremony Big Sandy Superstore Arena 
2:00 p.m. Ceremony Big Sandy superstore Arena Main Entrance 
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